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Registration is fast and you can even login with social network accounts to sync your profiles
and content. The first thing you notice about the Raptor is the easy starting. You never have to
touch the throttle. Just hit the start button. Throttle response on the machine is extremely crisp
throughout the RPM range. It is so responsive that it can easily put you on your butt if you are
not ready for the power. When I first rode the Raptor I thought that the power was extreme, and I
still do. All around the Raptor is very comfortable. The relationship between the bars, seat, and
pegs allow the rider to have plenty of room to move around. While sitting my knees were
actually at a bit of a downward angle, making it easy to transition from sitting to standing.
Overall I would call this thing very twitchy. I found it very easy to ride all of the trails all day in
second gear. I used third a few times, but never got into fourth while trail riding. The hill climbs
that I attempted were rather easily done. I hit it in second and actually had to get off the throttle
at the top because the machine had gained so much speed. I rode my friends and it was alot
nicer than stuff I was used to riding. I can only imagine what the and would be like. I broke my
collarbone 1st day out with the new pipe, so I only got about 2 hours on it, but definitly a huge
difference in power throughout the rpms and better throttle response. I wouldn't trade it for
anything in the world! Nothing sez B. Like a set of Duals on a Big Bore! My only complante
about them is that they are really heavy. I think that the big Rapors, and , are the most versitile
sport atv's ever built. Tons of power available for haulin ass, but at the same time, the motor is
tame enough for a beginner to ride. The power is smooth with no suprises, handling is good,
and they seem to be pretty reliable. However, not my cup of tea, it is a great machine, but the
engine isn't racy enough for my prefference, and I find myself less comfortable with the high
ride height compared to a race class machine. You can post now and register later. If you have
an account, sign in now to post with your account. Note: Your post will require moderator
approval before it will be visible. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display
as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Not a member? Yamaha ATV
Forum. Join our Forum! Sign in with Facebook. Sign in with Twitter. Sign in with Google. Sign in
with Microsoft. Review Yamaha Raptor review raptor yamaha. Reply to this topic Start new
topic. Recommended Posts. Roostin 10 Posted April 15, Posted April 15, Link to post Share on
other sites. Ajmboy Posted April 17, Posted April 17, Raptor is a nice machine even with the !
Clutch 10 Posted April 28, Posted April 28, Posted May 17, Posted May 19, Posted June 29,
Posted December 1, This site as well as this particular thread, needs a boost! So here you go:
Nothing sez B. Posted December 10, Posted August 3, Ajmboy Posted August 5, Posted August
5, Still Here and Kicking!!! Foolio 12 Posted January 11, Posted January 11, DirtDemon 12
Posted January 14, Posted January 14, Join the conversation You can post now and register
later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL. Followers 1. Go to topic listing. Similar Tagged
Content. Hi everybody. I found a manual for the Grizzlies, which I do not see on the main thread
of manuals by Oxidized Black. It's time to replace the shocks and struts. Looking for some
stiffer springs than the OEM as I use this for farm work and I put heavy loads on the rear and
haul small trailers frequently. What's a good size ATV to start a 10 year old on? What's a good
size to start a 10 year old on? Bayou Top end rebuild: NO start. Could be timing? Hey there all,
First off thanks for the board. My Bayou has survived 3 teenagers and is on its 4th now. Now
that I have it all back together, it fails to start. I've pulled the starter rope until my arm is tired.
So I will be as detailed as possible and hopefully get some help. Completed: -New Head gasket
-New Valve seals -New piston standard -New rings standard -All new seals -Cleaned up head
and valves didn't do any resurfacing, as it all cleaned up pretty easy -All torqued to spec -Piston
ring gaps all checked out -Valve clearances Intake:. Not too tight, not too loose. Will NOT from
carb and or intake valve. Here are my questions and concerns: -I didn't realize dummy me that
there are 2 TDC's. How do I know if I'm on the right one? I just aligned the cam gear dimple with
the cam and put it in. No alignment. Thanks ahead of time. Linhai doesnt want to go off start. I
had a cluch problem so we changed it. After changing it has a hard time to start going. No
registered users viewing this page. Sign In Sign Up. Something big was missing from the Ford F
Raptor's debut: the higher-performance Raptor that we spied earlier this year resonating with a
powerful V-8 rumble. Ford did confirm, however, that it will be called the Raptor R, and it'll arrive
next year with its sights set on quickly going after the hp Ram TRX. The F Raptor debuted for
with a hp 5. The second generation Raptor, which was revealed in , got the switch to a 3. The
Raptor pictured above , now in its third generation, is still using Ford's twin-turbo sixâ€”Ford
hasn't announced its power and torque figuresâ€”even though Ram is clearly taunting Ford
with savage Easter eggs , that is with its TRX, which is powered by a hp Hellcat supercharged 6.
The new truck also introduces the change to a coil-spring rear suspension, which is also found
on the Ram. It's likely to be powered by a version of the Predator supercharged 5. We expect the
Raptor R to have a more aggressive look as well that could include a different grille, fenders,
wheels, and exterior graphics. Unfortunately, we'll have to wait a little longer for an adequate

competitor to the Ram TRX, but by then, could Stellantis shove the hp Hellcat Redeye engine
into the off-road pickup? That would certainly heat things up even more. New Cars. Buyer's
Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Specs Detailed. Ford Car and Driver.
Ford has confirmed that a higher-performance version of its F Raptor, the Raptor R , is coming
next year. The F Raptor pictured above is powered by a twin-turbocharged V-6, while the Raptor
R could use the supercharged V-8 from the Mustang Shelby GT , making more than horsepower.
The New Raptor is Here. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you
may be able to find more information, at their web site. This content is created and maintained
by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You
may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement Continue Reading Below. More From News. Its free to join, and members get full access to the
forum and take part in discounts and group buys! By cstatman, 15 hours ago in Other Bikes. By
Tooph, January 17 in Parts and upgrades reviews. Have a tech question about your T7? Ask it
here! Excellent answers may get moved to our Tech tips section and highlighted to make them
easier to find. Working on your T7? No question threads in here please. Keep your build and
maintenance records in here. When you list your bike for sale someday, post a link to your log
in here and it will sell for top dollar! Share your long distance ride reports here. Run a daily
journal, upload pics from your phone. Share with the world via our one click social media links.
Share your day trip reports here. Share GPS routes, ask for ideas, packing lists, and most
importantly share where you want to go. Be nice in here, personal attacks will get you banned.
ACD Racing. Black Dog Cycle Works. GP Mucci. Twisted Throttle. We have placed cookies on
your device to help make this website better. You can adjust your cookie settings , otherwise
we'll assume you're okay to continue. All Activity Home. Welcome to the Tenere forum! Stock vs
Blackdog Footpegs Tenere Pics encouraged. Yamaha Tenere General Discussion. Yamaha
Tenere Pics and Videos Post your pics and vids in here. Have a Youtube channel? Start a
thread, get some views! New member introductions Say hello to your fellow ADV riders. Parts
and upgrades reviews Find something on sale, or have a review on a part or accessory? This is
where it goes. Tenere Tech Questions Have a tech question about your T7? Tenere Electrical
Learn how to wire a bunch of crap to your T7. Tenere engine and powertrain. Builds and
Maintenance logs Keep your build and maintenance records in here. Tenere Suspension But, I
weigh more than 75 kg's! Tenere Tires and Wheels. Tenere Rally racing Tenere Rally racing talk
goes in here. Race results, race builds, Racing pics and vids. Ride Reports- Long distance
Share your long distance ride reports here. Day tripping ride reports Share your day trip reports
here. Trip planning Share GPS routes, ask for ideas, packing lists, and most importantly share
where you want to go. BellissiMoto - Exotic Parts shipped worldwide. Camel ADV Products.
Seat Concepts. Stoltec Moto. Powerbronze International. Rally Raid Products Ltd. European
Tenere owners. Tool talk A great place to discuss the tools we use in our shop! Off topic
discussions Be nice in here, personal attacks will get you banned. T7 Parts for sale Member to
member classifieds ads. Bikes for sale Post your bike for sale, mark as sold when it sells. Gear
for sale Helmets, gloves and boots, oh my! Newest Member JCP. CA Joined 1 hour ago. Tell a
friend Love Yamaha Tenere Forum? Tell a friend! Jun What color is your Tenere ? Matte Black.
Intensity White. Ceramic Ice. Week Month Year All Time. T7Kevin Aleksandar13 MikeCMP Camel
ADV Cruizin Show More. Not many people have thrown their leg over one, is that you? Or,
whatever that thread is called. I noticed the engine guards, skid plate, and rear spring. Did you
do anything to the front shocks? Just curious.. And, did you get the lower engine bars also?
Your other recommendations made sense also. Thanks, Jeff. Of course ill pay any extra
shipping. Are the rideadv racks on your bike? I think there the best racks out there ,further
forward position. I know there not selling them over seas at this point. Cruizin I smell a forum
giveaway contest brewing If you clicked "choose files" it opens your pc's or phones files where
you can navigate to your pic and then click ok or choose. You will see the pic upload into a
small window in the bottom left. Finish your post and click "submit". Wasn't that easy? Picked
By Cruizin, June 20, Let's compare the two, shall we? Take a look at the Continental TKC That is
a huge difference in price that allows T7 owners to put that extra money towards something else
for their bikes. Less Pinch Flats. This reduces pinch flats when airing the tire down, and allows
you to have a little more cushion as well. Less width. It's a proven fact that the more narrow the
tire, the better traction one has offroad. The tire can more easily dig down and find more to grab
onto. It's not a HUGE increase of height, but tire height will go up from Another possible
disadvantage, this is not the tire size that Yamaha Recommends. There may or may not be some
safety considerations, especially when riding long distances on highway and going with a more
narrow tire. Sound off below with your thoughts on this controversial but popular tire debate.
Picked By Cruizin, June 19, The MT front discs are exactly the same size as the T7's no surprise
in terms of money saving etc. So does anyone have any idea if they would fit? The front

mudguard might look a bit weird with the smaller 17 inch front wheel, but I'll worry about that
after I know they fit. Cheers Rich. Picked By Cruizin, April 6, View All. Tenere Forum. We are just
Tenere owners and fans Tenere Sign In Sign Up. Important Information We have placed cookies
on your device to help make this website better. I accept. Registration is fast and you can even
login with social network accounts to sync your profiles and content. This was run out of oil.
Seized the con rod to the crank So, I rebuilt the engine and now it will start and run for about 5
seconds and die. I replaced the fuel pump with a cheapie from ebay and it didn't change. I
replaced the O-rings on the injector and still didn't change. So, the tech at the Yamaha shop
said that the most likely problem is the cheapo fuel pump. I got another more expensive one
and it still didn't change things. I asked him where the power to the injector comes from and he
said the CDI box. Any thoughts????? CDI either runs or doesn't, normally. Any intermittent
issue with CDI is frequently once they get hot or wet. I'm still betting it's fuel pump. You said
"more expensive one" but that doesn't always mean as good as OEM. Could be heat shutting
down a coil, compression leak on a sticky valve or head gasket What made you go to fuel pump
as the possible culprit? Just curious. Its kind of a long story I never heard this bike run. It did
So, after doing the overhaul it would start die, start die, repeat. I had a small water leak out of
the head, but I tightened down a little on it and it stopped. But, I did put a new head gasket on
and no leaks so far. I tested the fuel pressure. According to the manual it's supposed to be
tested while the engine is running. I didn't have the right fitting to do that. But, I could test it
without starting it and I did that. The pressure went up to about 45 psi the book calls for 46 and
then it would drop off. So, I figured a cheap fuel pump would tell the story. So after the fuel
pump change, same thing. I adjusted the valves, just because I hadn't done it. Then the thing
wouldn't crank over. Whenever it would hit the compressions stroke, it would almost stop. So I
figured I did something wrong. I checked the cam timing and I was 1 tooth off and that made the
changes that I made to the valves way off. I got that straightened out. Now it would crank over,
but not start unless I gave it shot of ether. So, now it's getting no fuel at all. I changed to more
expensive pump, and it did the same. Now, yesterday, my wife asked about these wires and this
plunger looking thing hanging down. I said I didn't know what they were, so I grabbed the
plunger thing and hit the starter and it fired up! And then died. It fired up a couple times, a
couple of times it wouldn't. The plunger thing didn't have any effect on it. So, that got me
thinking that there's a short or a loose wire somewhere. Basketcases are always so much fun.
There used to be a Raptor service manual in the downloads section so I'd start there and run
down any loose wires and odd items hanging around. Sounds like you do indeed have a fuel
related issue but it could be harness or ground as much as pump. I think you're real close, just
one more hurdle to hear it run. I have a service manual. I just gotta get after it and get it figgered
out. The owner is starting to get antsy. It's been here about 2 months already. But, I had to send
the cylinder out for re-plating, etc. Shipping these days is a crap-shoot. Mightbe 3 days.. Thanks
for the input and encouragement! You can post now and register later. If you have an account,
sign in now to post with your account. Note: Your post will require moderator approval before it
will be visible. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead.
Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Not a member? Yamaha ATV Forum. Join our
Forum! Sign in with Facebook. Sign in with Twitter. Sign in with Google. Sign in with Microsoft.
Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Posted July 8, Link to post Share on
other sites. MarkinAR Posted July 8, Posted July 8, edited. Join the conversation You can post
now and register later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL. Followers 2. Go to topic
listing. What all is included in the normal maintenance service of the Polaris ranger Xp? Are
there any hidden grease fittings? What's a good size ATV to start a 10 year old on? What's a
good size to start a 10 year old on? Bayou Top end rebuild: NO start. Could be timing? Hey
there all, First off thanks for the board. My Bayou has survived 3 teenagers and is on its 4th
now. Now that I have it all back together, it fails to start. I've pulled the starter rope until my arm
is tired. So I will be as detailed as possible and hopefully get some help. Completed: -New Head
gasket -New Valve seals -New piston standard -New rings standard -All new seals -Cleaned up
head and valves didn't do any resurfacing, as it all cleaned up pretty easy -All torqued to spec
-Piston ring gaps all checked out -Valve clearances Intake:. Not too tight, not too loose. Will
NOT from carb and or intake valve. Here are my questions and concerns: -I didn't realize dummy
me that there are 2 TDC's. How do I know if I'm on the right one? I just aligned the cam gear
dimple with the cam and put it in. No alignment. Thanks ahead of time. We have owned it over
10 years. It got harder to start, until it finally would not. Replaced the carb. Right afterwards, it
started and ran nicely, but after turning it off, would not restart. Tonight I used starting fluid and
ran, then died. Adjusted the idle up a little, used more starting fluid and ran great. It idled about
15 minutes. Turned it off, and restarted. Ran it around the yard about 5 minutes. Turned it off,
and would not restart. Any ideas or suggestions would be greatly appreciated! Thank you. No

registered users viewing this page. Sign In Sign Up. Registration is fast and you can even login
with social network accounts to sync your profiles and content. The first thing you notice about
the Raptor is the easy starting. You never have to touch the throttle. Just hit the start button.
Throttle response on the machine is extremely crisp throughout the RPM range. It is so
responsive that it can easily put you on your butt if you are not ready for the power. When I first
rode the Raptor I thought that the power was extreme, and I still do. All around the Raptor is
very comfortable. The relationship between the bars, seat, and pegs allow the rider to have
plenty of room to move around. While sitting my knees were actually at a bit of a downward
angle, making it easy to transition from sitting to standing. Overall I would call this thing very
twitchy. I found it very easy to ride all of the trails all day in second gear. I used third a few
times, but never got into fourth while trail riding. The hill climbs that I attempted were rather
easily done. I hit it in second and actually had to get off the throttle at the top because the
machine had gained so much speed. I rode my friends and it was alot nicer than stuff I was used
to riding. I can only imagine what the and would be like. I broke my collarbone 1st day out with
the new pipe, so I only got about 2 hours on it, but definitly a huge difference in power
throughout the rpms and better throttle response. I wouldn't trade it for anything in the world!
Nothing sez B. Like a set of Duals on a Big Bore! My only complante about them is that they are
really heavy. I think that the big Rapors, and , are the most versitile sport atv's ever built. Tons
of power available for haulin ass, but at the same time, the motor is tame enough for a beginner
to ride. The power is smooth with no suprises, handling is good, and they seem to be pretty
reliable. However, not my cup of tea, it is a great machine, but the engine isn't racy enough for
my prefference, and I find myself less comfortable with the high ride height compared to a race
class machine. You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post
with your account. Note: Your post will require moderator approval before it will be visible.
Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor.
Upload or insert images from URL. Not a member? Yamaha ATV Forum. Join our Forum! Sign in
with Facebook. Sign in with Twitter. Sign in with Google. Sign in with Microsoft. Review Yamaha
Raptor review raptor yamaha. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Roostin
10 Posted April 15, Posted April 15, Link to post Share on other sites. Ajmboy Posted April 17,
Posted April 17, Raptor is a nice machine even with the ! Clutch 10 Posted April 28, Posted April
28, Posted May 17, Posted May 19, Posted June 29, Posted December 1, This site as well as this
particular thread, needs a boost! So here you go: Nothing sez B. Posted December 10, Posted
August 3, Ajmboy Posted August 5, Posted August 5, Still Here and Kicking!!! Foolio 12 Posted
January 11, Posted January 11, DirtDemon 12 Posted January 14, Posted January 14, Join the
conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL.
Followers 1. Go to topic listing. Similar Tagged Content. Hi everybody. I found a manual for the
Grizzlies, which I do not see on the main thread of manuals by Oxidized Black. It's time to
replace the shocks and struts. Looking for some stiffer springs than the OEM as I use this for
farm work and I put heavy loads on the rear and haul small trailers frequently. What's a good
size ATV to start a 10 year old on? What's a good size to start a 10 year old on? Bayou Top end
rebuild: NO start. Could be timing? Hey there all, First off t
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hanks for the board. My Bayou has survived 3 teenagers and is on its 4th now. Now that I have
it all back together, it fails to start. I've pulled the starter rope until my arm is tired. So I will be
as detailed as possible and hopefully get some help. Completed: -New Head gasket -New Valve
seals -New piston standard -New rings standard -All new seals -Cleaned up head and valves
didn't do any resurfacing, as it all cleaned up pretty easy -All torqued to spec -Piston ring gaps
all checked out -Valve clearances Intake:. Not too tight, not too loose. Will NOT from carb and or
intake valve. Here are my questions and concerns: -I didn't realize dummy me that there are 2
TDC's. How do I know if I'm on the right one? I just aligned the cam gear dimple with the cam
and put it in. No alignment. Thanks ahead of time. Linhai doesnt want to go off start. I had a
cluch problem so we changed it. After changing it has a hard time to start going. No registered
users viewing this page. Sign In Sign Up.

